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ABSTRACT: The state can be an actor in Hungarian private law in several ways: on the one hand, by its organs (e.g. the Office of the National Assembly, ministries), on the other hand, by the organs of public law the state creates (e.g. budgetary organs), thirdly, through business associations operating with the participation of the state, fourthly, exceptionally, the state itself can also act as a subject of private law2 (AUER, 2017). In this study we call the attention to that the terminology used in case of business associations operating with state/local government participation is not sustainable and we focus on some issues where the private and public law discrepancy can be found in Hungary.
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1Act V of 2013 on the Hungarian Civil Code 3:405. para. (1)

2Act v of 2006 on public company information, firm registration and widening-up proceedings

3Act cxxii of 2009 on the efficient operation of the state-owned companies; 3009/2012. National tax and customs administration of Hungary
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